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Building Bridges 
Rev. Cricket Potter 

Follen Community Church 
October 16, 2011   READING:  Our reading for today is from the author Anne Lamott and her book Travelling Mercies: 

Some Thoughts on Faith.  I love Lamott’s writings because she offers such an honest, funny, and wise perspective on life and faith.  Here is a brief excerpt:  
It’s funny: I always imagined when I was a kid that adults had some kind of inner 
toolbox, full of shiny tools: the saw of discernment, the hammer of wisdom, the 
sandpaper of patience.  But then when I grew up I found that life handed you these 
rusty bent old tools – friendship, prayer, conscience, honesty – and said, Do the best 
you can with these, they will have to do.  And mostly, against all odds, they’re enough.      Another interim minister recently shared about the congregation he was serving, one that he came to because it was experiencing deep divisions. In one of his first sermons there, he preached that there was hope for this church but only if they focused on love. After worship, one of the long‐time members came up to him and said, “Reverend, we love one another here, but we just don’t know how to show it.”  I am not implying that deep divisions exist here because, from what I see, they don’t. And I am not suggesting that you folks don’t know how to show your love for one another because in my first few months here, I have been witness to many ways that you do care for and love one another.  Yet, I think that we can always work on those tools Anne Lamott speaks of because we aren’t handed a perfectly equipped toolbox in our lives. Our effort of growing into our humanity is an ongoing life process. We learn, relearn, stretch, take risks, and learn some more, and then try some more. And, when we come together in community like this, we are asked to stretch even farther and learn even more because being together in healthy community needs that of us. It’s not about “me” but about “we.” And the “we” brings together differing perspectives, faiths, life experiences, and needs. That can get challenging. That’s where we can bump into our own limitations around showing how we love another.  Here are some questions I have learned to ask myself about how open I am to being in community and loving the different people who make up a particular community:  
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‐Is there a norm I set for the way I think folks should think or believe in this   community? ‐Am I truly open to what that person next to me has to say when we have different   perspectives on something whether that topic be faith, politics, national events, or    changes we might make right here at Follen? ‐Can I truly listen to her, seek to understand him, and either come to a new and    shared understanding together or know that we can disagree respectfully? In other words, can we lift up above all what connects us – as humans, as members and friends of Follen, and as Unitarian Universalists? From this place, I have found that we can always show how we love one another regardless of our differences.   So that this doesn’t get too abstract, I want to share a story about seemingly insurmountable differences. This true story comes from the Unitarian Universalist minister and organizational consultant Dan Hotchkiss.  He shares: 
(My) job (as consultant) was to facilitate what may have been the most diverse and 
ecumenical gathering of rabbis ever. Some tension was apparent even as the rabbis started to 
arrive: men in black with sidelocks and long beards, women wearing yarmulkes and tallits, 
spanning all the major branches: Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, and Reconstructionist. One 
man, unwilling to conform to any of the standard movements, had organized his own. Most 
amazingly, one rabbi, greeting everyone and vigorously shaking hands with all the men, was 
from the Lubavitch Chabad, a movement that irritates and worries all the others. Chabad 
centers, with their mystical ideas and their lack of dues, have become a nuisance from the 
point of view of many synagogues.  
 
(There were fourteen rabbis all together for what was planned as a three-day retreat to 
explore the topics of growth and decline in congregations, goal-setting and accountability.) 
We started the first evening with a go-around—a check-in….Among the pains and troubles 
that poured out (during that check-in), one rose right to the top of our agenda. One rabbi, 
Jacob, had a yahrzeit. And he asked the group to form a minyan to say Kaddish. 
 
Okay, some of you know what I just said—though there were four languages involved. Minyan 
is Hebrew for a group of ten who form a quorum for a prayer group. Kaddish is Aramaic, for 
one of the most moving and important prayers in the tradition—the prayer for the dead. 
Yahrzeit is Yiddish—literally “year-time,” an anniversary. Jacob… had lost his brother; he was 
asking the group to pray with him. 
 
You may see what rough seas we were heading into: Some of the rabbis wouldn’t count a 
woman in a minyan. Some of them wouldn't even pray unless men were physically separated 
from the women. And a couple of the women made it clear: they would not be separated, and 
they would be counted. 
 
I was no longer the facilitator. I had become the awed spectator of a learned debate among a 
group of fourteen rabbis about how to reconcile their differences in order to achieve a goal 
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they all agreed on: Kaddish must be said. A bereaved Jew’s request to form a minyan for his 
brother was a great mitzvah: a nondebatable priority. 
 
It took most of a day to solve the problem: fourteen rabbis speaking English, Aramaic, 
Hebrew, and—when they got really angry—Yiddish. (I was) awed at the willingness of people 
who were in such sharp disagreement about so many things to struggle with their differences 
in the name of a shared purpose….  
(How did this get resolved?) They all agreed that Kaddish must be said. A bereaved Jew’s 
request to form a minyan for his brother was a mitzvah: a nondebatable priority. In that 
community there was no doubt that covenant had created a new thing: a center of loyalty to 
which all owed their best and strongest efforts. 
 
In the end, it was the orthodox who gave the most—they found a local congregation where 
they could say Kaddish simultaneously with the rabbis’ minyan. The women adjusted their 
participation to accommodate some of the more moderate men. In the end, Jacob had not one 
minyan but two. And I… left with a gift of lasting awe for fourteen rabbis’ willingness to 
struggle with their differences in the name of a shared purpose.  Orthodox, moderates, liberals – all coming from very different backgrounds and yet working through those differences.  What held these rabbis together – through the different languages and the different theologies – was a loyalty that transcended any one of their individual loyalties. No labeling or finger‐pointing or demeaning of the different perspectives. Each person, regardless of their position, was heard. And, the needs arising from the different traditions were respected.  What about us here and our shared purpose? I can think of no better shared purpose than the prayer offered by Charles Follen, this congregation’s very first minister, at the groundbreaking for this sanctuary back in 1839. Follen prayed:  

that this church might never be desecrated by intolerance, or bigotry, or party 
spirit; 

  
that more especially its doors might never be closed against any one, who 
would plead in it the cause of oppressed humanity; 

  
that within its walls all unjust and cruel distinctions might cease, and that 
(here) all men (and women) might meet as brethren (and sisters).”  Charles Follen’s words speak to the shared and sacred purpose as I see it here at Follen Community Church. The spirit of community over party spirit. Welcoming and acceptance over intolerance and judgment. Open doors so that all may come to speak their truth for a better world.  
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And of course, we have our Unitarian Universalist Principles and Purposes which state that we will affirm and promote the inherent worth and dignity of every person and that we seek to be accepting of one another.  Follen’s prayer and our Principles and Purposes are a lot to live up to. They ask:  ‐Do we have have norms or assumptions about who is accepted here and who is    not? ‐Do we judge or discount anyone because they have different views whether those    be political, economic, theological, or otherwise? ‐Is there anyone we don’t bother to listen to because we feel, for whatever reason,    that their age, background, orientation, special needs, or faith somehow makes    them less worthy than ourselves?  These are important questions as we move into the work of this interim period at Follen and consider new things you might want to try. There will be different needs, opinions, and hopes shared. We will want to dialogue and find common ground.  I am also mindful of the vitriol I hear in the media as we work our way toward another big election year. We will need to stay true to our larger, shared purpose as a community of faith so that no one feels shut out or shut down here through all that lies ahead.  Not that Tricia and I have all the answers for this. While we come with some key tools for guiding this work in congregations, we will all need to figure this shared purpose thing out together for how it will work here at Follen.  I will share one of my own lessons.  I had just started as interim minister in a church when, in a conversation with a staff person I had met briefly the day before (I’ll call her Suzanne), she shared her frustrations regarding that day’s news. The headlines spoke of major slashes in our country’s military budget. Suzanne was critical and concerned about these policy changes. I, on the other hand, was glad to hear about the proposed cuts. Stupidly, I jumped right on my soapbox to give my pitch about homelessness in this country and what good could come if we took some of those billions from the military budget and spent it closer to home for those in need.  When I stopped to get off my soapbox, there was a long and painful pause. Suzanne was both silenced and saddened. She pointed to a framed picture on her desk – a picture of a young military man in his dress uniform – and said that was her son Jonathon who was serving in Iraq. He was on his third tour of duty, and she worried every day about his safety.  She then went on to explain the hardships Jonathon and his men faced as they dealt with poor equipment and, sometimes, complete lack of equipment.  
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As she spoke, I came to understand her concern about the proposed budget cutbacks. I realized how foolish I had been to discount her worries and blurt out my own concern as if it was more important.  I, too, would be worried if I had a son or daughter in Iraq or Afghanistan. I, too, would be hoping that there was enough of a budget and enough proper equipment to help these soldiers be safe. She, too, prayed for an end to violence world‐wide and worried about how we can best support those close to home who are struggling to make ends meet. Our conversations about the military and other topics were very different after that rocky start.  Thinking back to the story I shared earlier from another interim minister, how can we really show that we love one another here at Follen? As I thought about this question over the last week, I kept coming back to the image of a bridge. Bridges cross divides. They bring people together who would otherwise be apart. They take us forward on our journey when we might otherwise have to turn back or take a very long detour. For me, there is always something inviting about a bridge.  So, let’s be bridge people. Let’s be people who build connections where at first glance there might only be a divide ‐ people who want to do the work to find a way forward together.  As for the tools to do this, I believe that we can’t go wrong if we start with compassion. And by compassion, I think of what that word means at its root – to suffer or experience with. As Karen Armstrong in her book 12 Steps to a Compassionate Life explains it, “to enter generously into the viewpoint (of another)” and to “make place for another.” To make place for another, make room in our hearts and minds ‐ for this, we also need the tools of curiosity, openness, humility.  We need to come here with the desire to listen – really listen – and learn so that we can better understand and possibly even have our convictions unsettled. I don’t know about you, but sometimes I can pause long enough to barely hear the other person because I’m really just waiting to say what I want to say.  In those instances, I’m not listening, and I’m certainly not open to learning or being changed. If we take the time, open our hearts to listen and learn, and then speak our own truth in love, we can build powerful bridges of trust and care. From this place, we can find common ground, not just stand our ground.  Tricia and I are working with the leadership here to create ways we can dialogue in a safe and structured way about different topics that touch us here at Follen.  
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It is important that all your voices be heard as we reflect on this community’s past, consider directions you want to take going forward, and engage in other conversations about what matters to you here. Tricia and I also welcome your questions and concerns as we do this work together and seek to strengthen our tools as an inclusive community of faith.  My hope is that we can learn to pause and say to one other, “Tell me more because I really want to understand.” “I care about your experience and want to learn from it.” My prayer is that by building bridges of understanding, we realize that our differences pale in comparison to what binds us together in hope and in purpose. May we show how we love another in our reaching out, in our listening, in our conversations, and in the place we make for one another here at Follen. May it be so. Amen. 


